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A CHARACTERISTIC-FREE PROOF OF A BASIC RESULT
ON D-MODULES
GENNADY LYUBEZNIK
Abstract. Let k be a field, let R be a ring of polynomials in a finite
number of variables over k, let D be the ring of k-linear differential
operators of R and let f ∈ R be a non-zero element. It is well-known
that Rf , with its natural D-module structure, has finite length in the
category of D-modules. We give a characteristic-free proof of this fact.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first characteristic-free proof.
1. Introduction.
Throughout this paper k is a field, R = k[x1, . . . , xn] is the ring of poly-
nomials in a finite number of variables over k and D is the ring of k-linear
differential operators of R. The natural D-action on R induces a D-module
structure on Rf for every 0 6= f ∈ R. The goal of this paper is to give a
characteristic-free proof of the following well-known fact.
Theorem 1.1. Rf has finite length in the category of D-modules.
In characteristic 0 this is due to J. Bernstein [2, 3] and in characteristic
p > 0 to R. Bøgvad [5]. In both cases proofs are based on suitable notions of
holonomicity but the definitions of holonomicity in each of these two cases
are completely different.
Our characteristic-free proof is made possible by V. Bavula’s wonderful
paper [1] where a characteristic-free definition of holonomic modules is given.
But the focus of [1] is the characteristic p > 0 case and this assumption is
routinely made in the statements and used in the proofs.
In this paper we simplify and characteristic-freeify those of Bavula’s re-
sults that are needed for a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Finiteness properties of local cohomology modules for regular rings con-
taining a field had originally been proven by two completely different meth-
ods in characteristic p > 0 [6] and in characteristic 0 [7]. In [9] we used D-
modules to give proofs of these finiteness properties that are characteristic-
free modulo the fact that Rf , where R = k[[x1, . . . , xn]] is the ring of formal
power series in a finite number of variables over k, has finite length in the
NSF support through grants DMS-0202176 and DMS-0701127 is gratefully
acknowledged.
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category of k-linear D-modules of R. The proofs of this complete local ana-
logue of Theorem 1.1 are still completely different in characteristic 0 [4] and
in characteristic p > 0 [8].
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 leads to a characteristic-free proof of the finite-
ness properties of local cohomology modules over polynomial rings. And it
suggests a way to find a similar proof in general, i.e. for all regular local rings
containing a field: through a suitable characteristic-free definition of holo-
nomicity in the complete local case that would lead to a proof of an analogue
of Theorem 1.1 in this case. Such a definition is yet to be discovered.
This paper is self-contained.
2. Preliminaries.
Let Dt,i =
1
t!
∂t
∂xti
: R → R be the k[x1 . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn]-linear map
that sends xvi to
(
v
t
)
xt−v (D0,i is the identity map). Even though
1
t! is part
of the notation, Dt,i exists in all characterisitcs because
(
v
t
)
is an integer.
The ring R is in a natural way a subring of EndkR (every element of R
corresponds to the multiplication by that element on R) and the following
equality holds in EndkR.
Proposition 2.1. Dt,i · f = Σ
s=t
s=0Ds,i(f) ·Dt−s,i for every f ∈ R.
Proof. We have to show that for every g ∈ R
Dt,i(f · g) = Σ
s=t
s=0Ds,i(f) ·Dt−s,i(g)
which is the well-known formula for the higher derivative of a product
∂t
∂xti
(f · g) = Σs=ns=0
(
t
s
)
∂s
∂xsi
(f) ·
∂t−s
∂xt−si
(g)
divided by t! 
Corollary 2.2. (a) Dt,i commutes with xj for j 6= i and with all Ds,j.
(b) Dt,ix
w
i = Σ
s=t
s=0
(
w
s
)
xℓiDt−s,i.
(c) Dt,i ·Ds,j =
(
s+t
s
)
Dt+s,i.
Proof. (a) and (c) are straightforward and (b) is 2.1 with f = xwi . 
The ring D of k-linear differential operators of R is the k-subalgebra of
EndkR generated by R and all the Dt,is. Corollary 2.2 implies that the
products {xi11 · · · x
in
n · Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n} where i1, . . . , in, t1, . . . , tn range over
all the 2n-tuples of non-negative integers, are a k-basis of D. Indeed, every
element of D is by definition a linear combination of products of Dt,is and
xjs. Using relations 2.2(a)-(c) we can write every such product as a linear
combination of products of the form xi11 · · · x
in
n · Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n. Thus D is
free left R-module on the products Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n and similarly, it is a free
right R-module on these same products.
Corollary 2.3. xw ·Dt,i ∈ Dxi if w > t and x
t ·Dt,i − (−1)
t ∈ Dxi.
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Proof. Isolating xwi ·Dt,i from 2.2b we get
xwi ·Dt,i = Dt,i · x
w
i − Σ
s=t
s=1x
w−s
i ·Dt−s,i
which implies both containments by induction on t. 
Proposition 2.4. Let m ⊂ R be a k-rational maximal ideal of R (this means
that the natural map k →֒ R/m is bijective). If δ ∈ D, we denote δ¯ ∈ D/Dm
the image of δ under the natural surjection D → D/Dm.
(i) D/Dm is the k-vector space with basis {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n} as t1, . . . , tn
range over all non-negative integers.
(ii) Every element of D/Dm is annihilated by a power of m and the socle
of D/Dm is generated by 1¯.
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that D is a free right R-module on the
products Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n and D/Dm = D ⊗R (R/m).
(ii) Since the natural map k →֒ R/m is bijective, m = (x1−c1, . . . , xn−cn)
where c1, . . . , cn ∈ K. Viewing xj − cj as a new xj we can assume that
m = (x1, . . . , xn). According to 2.3, x
ti+1
i annihilates {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n}, hence
every element of D/Dm is annihilated by a power of m. Clearly 1¯ belongs to
the socle. It remains to show that every non-zero element z can be sent to the
socle by multiplication by an element of R. According to (i) z is a k-linear
combination of a finite number of Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n. Let Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n have a
maximal t1+ · · ·+ tn among all the Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n with non-zero coefficients
in this linear combination. Hence for every other Dt′
1
,1 · · ·Dt′n,n with non-
zero coefficient in the linear combination there is j such that tj > t
′
j. It
follows from 2.2 that x
tj
j Dt′,j ∈ Dm. Hence x
t1
1 · · · x
tn
n Dt′1,1 · · ·Dt′n,n = 0.
It similarly follows from 2.2 that xt11 · · · x
tn
n Dt′1,1 · · ·Dt′n,n = (−1)
t1+···+tn 1¯.
Hence (−1)t1+···+tnxt11 · · · x
tn
n z = 1¯. 
Corollary 2.5. Let m ⊂ R be a maximal ideal such that R/m is a finite
separable field extension of k. Let M be a D-module and let z ∈M be a non-
zero element such that its annihilator in R is m. The set {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,nz},
as t1, . . . , tn range over all non-negative integers, is linearly independent
over k.
Proof. Replacing M by the D-submodule generated by z we can assume
that M is generated by z. Let K denote the algebraic closure of k, let
R′ = K ⊗k R = K[x1, . . . , xn], D
′ = K ⊗k D and M
′ = K ⊗k M . Then D
′
is the ring of K-linear differential operators of R′ and M ′ is naturally a D′-
module. Identifying M with the subset 1⊗kM of M
′ we conclude that it is
enough to show that the set {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,nz} ⊂M
′ is linearly independent
over K.
Let m1 . . . ,ms be the maximal ideals of R
′ that lie over m. Since the
field extension k →֒ R/m is separable, K ⊗k R/m is reduced. Therefore
K ⊗k R/m = R
′/(∩imi). This implies that R
′z = K ⊗k Rz ∼= R
′/(∩imi)
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since Rz ∼= R/m. Now M ′ being generated by z is a surjective image of
D′/D′(∩imi) via the surjection is D
′/D′(∩imi)
1¯7→z
→ M ′.
But D′/D′(∩imi) = D
′ ⊗R′ R
′/(∩imi) = D
′ ⊗R′ (⊕iR
′/mi) = ⊕iD
′/D′mi.
According to 2.4, the socle of each D′/D′mi is generated by 1¯, hence so is the
socle of D′/D′(∩imi). This means the surjection induces a bijection on the
socles and therefore it is itself a bijection. Thus D′/D′(∩imi) is isomorphic
toM via an isomorphism that sendsDt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n to {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,nz}. But
the set {Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n} is linearly independent (this is a consequence of 2.4
after a natural projection onto some D′/D′mi). 
Definition 2.6. The Bernstein filtration k = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ . . . on
D is defined by setting Fs to be the k-linear span of the set of products
{xi11 · · · x
in
n ·Dt1,1 · · ·Dtn,n|i1 + . . . in + t1 + · · ·+ tn ≤ s}.
It follows from 2.2 that Fi · Fj ⊂ Fi+j .
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The technical heart of our proof is the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. (cf. [1, 9.3]) Assume the field k is separable. Let M be
a D-module and let z ∈ M be an element such that the annihilator of z in
R is a prime ideal of R. Then dimk(Fiz) ≥
(
n+i
i
)
.
Proof. Let d = dimR/P , let h = n− d, and let K be the fraction field of
R/P . Since the transcendence degree ofK over k equals d and k is separable,
after a possible permutation of indices we can assume that xh+1, . . . , xn are
algebraically independent over k in K and K is finite and separable over the
field of rational functions K = k(xh+1, . . . , xn).
Let R′ = K ⊗R R = K[x1, . . . , xh], let D
′ be the ring of K-linear dif-
ferential operators of R′ and let M ′ = K ⊗R M . The ring D
′ is a free
R′-module on the products Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,h. Since each such product com-
mutes with xj for j > h, its action on M naturally extends to an action
on M ′ making M ′ a D′-module. It follows from 2.5 that the set of ele-
ments {Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,hz} ⊂ M
′, as t1, . . . , th run through all non-negative
integers, is linearly independent over K. Setting R′′ = k[xh+1, . . . , xn] (K is
the fraction field of R′′) we conclude that the sum Σt1,...,thR
′′Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,hz
of R′′-submodules of M is direct, i.e. the natural surjective R′′-module
map ⊕t1,...,thR
′Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,h → Σt1,...,thR
′′Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,hz that sends every
product Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,h ∈ ⊕t1,...,thR
′′Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,h to Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,hz ∈ M is
bijective. And this implies that the set {x
ih+1
h+1 · · · x
in
n Dt1,1 · · ·Dth,hz} of ele-
ments of M , as t1, . . . , th, ih+1, . . . , in run over all non-negative integers, is
linearly independent over k.
The elements of this set with t1 + · · · th + i1 + · · ·+ in ≤ i belong to Fiz.
The number of these elements equals the number of monomials of degree at
most i in n variables which is well-known to equal
(
n+i
i
)
. 
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Definition 3.2. A k-filtration on a D-module M is an ascending chain of k-
vector spaces M0 ⊂M1 ⊂M2 ⊂ . . . such that ∪iMi = M and FiMj ⊂Mi+j
for all i and j.
For example, the Bernstein filtration on D is a k-filtration.
Corollary 3.3. Let M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ . . . be a k-filtration on a D-module
M . There exists an integer j such that dimkMi ≥
(
n+i−j
i−j
)
for all i ≥ j.
Proof. Let k′ be the algebraic closure of k and R′ = k′⊗kR. Then the ring
of k′-linear differential operators of R′ is D′ = k′⊗k D and M
′ = k′⊗RM is
in a natural way a D′-module with k′-filtration M ′0 ⊂M
′
1 ⊂M
′
2 ⊂ . . . where
M ′i = k
′ ⊗k Mi. Since dimkMi = dimk′M
′
i , we can and do assume that k is
algebraically closed and in particular separable.
Let P ⊂ R be an associated prime ideal of M in R. This means there
exists an element z ∈ M such that the annihilator of z in R is P . Let j be
the smallest integer such that z ∈Mj . Clearly Mi ⊃ Fi−jz, so we are done
by 3.1 
The following definition of holonomicity is equivalent to but somewhat
simpler than Bavula’s original definition [1, pp. 185, 198]; in particular we
do not require the module M to be finitely generated. But Theorem 3.5
implies that every holonomic module is finitely generated (this fact is not
used in the sequel).
Definition 3.4. A D-module M is holonomic if it has a k-filtration with
dimkMi ≤ Ci
n for all i where C is a constant independent of i.
Theorem 3.5. (cf. [1, 9.6]) Every holonomic D-module has finite length in
the category of D-modules. In fact if M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ . . . is a k-filtration on M
with dimkMi ≤ Ci
n, then the length of M in the category of D-modules is
at most n!C.
Proof. Let 0 = M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . .M ℓ = M be a filtration of M in the
category of D-modules. Then (M s/M s−1)i = (Mi ∩M
s)/(Mi ∩M
s−1) is a
k-filtration on the D-module M s/M s−1. Hence there is an integer js such
that dimk(M
s/M s−1)i ≥
(
n+i−js
i−js
)
for all i ≥ js.
But Mi = ⊕
s=ℓ
s=1(M
s/M s−1)i because these are vector spaces over a field
k. Therefore dimkMi = Σ
s=ℓ
s=1dimk(M
s/M s−1)i ≥ Σ
s=ℓ
s=1
(
n+i−js
i−js
)
for all suffi-
ciently big i. This implies Cin ≥ Σs=ℓs=1
(
n+i−js
i−js
)
for all sufficiently big i.
But
(
n+i−js
i−js
)
, for fixed n and js, is a polynomial in i of degree n and top
coefficient 1
n! . Hence p(i) = Σ
s=ℓ
s=1
(
n+i−js
i−js
)
is a polynomial in i of degree n
and top coefficient ℓ
n! . The inequality Ci
n ≥ p(i) holds for all sufficiently
big i only if C ≥ ℓ
n! , i.e. ℓ ≤ n!C. 
If M is a D-module and f ∈ R is a non-zero element, the module Mf
acquires a structure of D-module as follows. The formula 2.1 implies
f ·Dt.i = Dt,i · f − Σ
s=n
s=1Ds,i(f) ·Dt−s,i.
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Replacing f by f j in this equality and then applying it to m
fj
∈ Mf and
multiplying on the left by f−j we get
Dt.i(
m
f j
) = f−j ·Dt,i(m)−Σ
s=n
s=1f
−j ·Ds,i(f
j) ·Dt−s,i(
m
f j
)(1)
This leads to a definition of the action of Dt,i on Mf by induction on t
the case t = 0 being trivial (since D0,i is the identity map).
Modules of type Mf are not considered in [1].
Corollary 3.6. If M is a holonomic module and f ∈ R, then Mf is holo-
nomic.
Proof. Let M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . be a k-filtration of M with dimkMi ≤ Ci
n.
Let d be the degree of f and let M ′0 ⊂ M
′
1 ⊂ . . . be the filtration on Mf
defined by M ′i = {
m
f i
|m ∈ Mi(d+1)}. We claim this is a k-filtration, i.e.
∪iM
′
i = Mf and FiM
′
j ⊂M
′
i+j for all i and j.
Indeed, let m
fw
∈Mf be any element. Assume m ∈ Mu. If u ≤ w(d + 1),
then m ∈ Mw(d+1) hence
m
fw
∈ M ′w. If u > w(d + 1) let v = u − w(d + 1).
Since f v ∈ Fvd, it follows that f
v ·m ∈Mvd+u. Since vd+u = (v+w)(d+1),
we conclude that m
fw
= f
v·m
fw+v
∈M ′v+w. This shows that ∪iM
′
i = Mf .
To prove that FiM
′
j ⊂M
′
i+j all we need to show is that xuM
′
j ⊂M
′
j+1 and
Dt,uM
′
j ⊂M
′
t+j for every u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let
m
fj
∈M ′j wherem ∈Mj(d+1).
Since xu · f ∈ Fd+1, it follows that (xu · f)m ∈ M
′
(j+1)(d+1). Therefore
xu ·
m
fj
= (xu·f)m
fj+1
∈M ′j+1. This shows that xuM
′
j ⊂M
′
j+1.
To prove that Dt,uM
′
j ⊂M
′
t+j we use induction on t the case t = 0 being
trivial since D0,u is the identity map. It is enough to show that all the terms
on the right side of (1), i.e. f−j · Dt,u(m) and f
−j · Ds,u(f
j) · Dt−s,u(
m
fj
),
where s ≥ 1, belong to M ′t+j .
Since f ∈ Fd, Dt,u ∈ Ft and m ∈Mj(d+1), it follows that f
t ·Dt,u ∈ Ftd+t
and f t ·Dt,u(m) ∈ Mj(d+1)+td+t=(t+j)(d+1) . Thus f
−j ·Dt,u(m) =
f t·Dt,u(m)
f t+j
belongs to M ′t+j because the top of this fraction belongs to M(t+j)(d+1).
If s ≥ 1, then Dt−s,u(
m
fj
) ∈ M ′t−s+j by the induction hypothesis, i.e.
there exists mt−s ∈ M(t−s+j)(d+1) such that Dt−s,u(
m
fj
) = mt−s
f t−s+j
. It follows
by induction on j using formula 2.1 that Ds,i(f
j) is divisible by f j−s, i.e.
Ds,i(f
j) = f j−s · fs. Hence f
−j ·Ds,u(f
j) ·Dt−s,u(
m
fj
) = fs·mt−s
f t+j
. Since the
polynomial Ds,i(f
j) has degree dj − s, the polynomial fs has degree ds− s.
Hence fs ·mt−s ∈Mds−s+(t−s+j)(d+1) ⊂M(t+j)(d+1). The latter containment
is because ds − s + (t − s + j)(d + 1) ≤ (t + j)(d + 1). This shows that
f−j · Ds,u(f
j) · Dt−s,u(
m
fj
) ∈ M ′t+j and completes the proof that Dt,uM
′
j ⊂
M ′t+j which in turn completes the proof of our claim that M
′
0 ⊂ M
′
1 ⊂ . . .
is a k-filtration.
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Clearly, dimkM
′
i ≤ dimkMi(d+1) ≤ C(i(d + 1))
n. This implies that
dimkM
′
i ≤ C
′in where C ′ = C(d+ 1)n. 
The filtration by degree on the D-module M = R (i.e. Mi consists of all
the polynomials of degree at most i) shows that R is a holonomic D-module.
Now Theorem 1.1 follows from 3.6. 
4. Some open problems
1. Let 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 be an exact sequence in the category
of D-modules. It is not hard to see that if M is holonomic, then so are M ′
and M ′′. In characteristic 0 the converse is also true, i.e. if M ′ and M ′′ are
holonomic, then so is M . Is this true in characteristic p > 0 as well?
2. Let M be a holonomic D-module. Since M has finite length, it is
finitely generated as a D-module. This implies that there is a k-filtration
M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . on M such that M0 is finite-dimensional over k and
Mi = FiM0 (just take M0 to be the k-span of a finite set of D-generators
of M). It is not hard to show that limsupn→∞
dimkMi
in
is independent of M0.
It is well-known that limn→∞
dimkMi
in
exists in characteristic 0 and, more-
over, n!(limn→∞
dimkMi
in
) is an integer in this case (called the multiplicity
of M). Is n!(limsupn→∞
dimkMi
in
) an integer in characteristic p > 0? Does
limn→∞
dimkMi
in
exist in characteristic p > 0?
Since these problems are open only in characteristic p > 0, it is worth
pointing out that Bavula [1] has given some striking examples of properties
that hold in characteristic 0 but fail in characteristic p > 0. We briefly
mention some of them.
Let a D-module M be generated by a finite set z1 . . . , zs ∈ M . Let M0
be the k-linear span of z1, . . . , zs and let Mi = FiM0. Bavula defines the
dimension of M as inf{r ∈ R|dimkMi < i
r} for all sufficiently big i. It is
not hard to show that this definition is independent of a particular choice of
a finite set of generators. In characteristic zero it coincides with the usual
definition of the dimension of a finitely generated D-module.
Bavula shows [1, 9.4] that dimM ≥ n for every finitely generated D-
module M , an analog of the celebrated characteristic zero Bernstein in-
equality. This inequality is straightforward from 3.1.
Yet Bavula also shows that there are major differences between charac-
teristic zero and characteristic p > 0 cases. These are
(a) in characteristic zero the set of possible values of dimM is all integers
between n and 2n while in characteristic p > 0 it is the set of all real numbers
between n and 2n, and
(b) in characteristic zero a finitely generated D-module M is holonomic
if and only if its dimension is n while in characteristic p > 0 there exist M
such that dimM = n yet M is not holonomic.
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3. Perhaps the most interesting open problem is to find a characteristic-
free proof of the fact that Rf has finite length in the category of k-linear
D-modules of the ringR of formal power series in a finite number of variables
over k. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 suggests that a suitable characteristic-free
definition of holonomicity could lead to such a proof.
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